RENEWABLE ENERGY BINGO

A. Has been to a renewable power plant
B. Knows which state generates the most geothermal energy
C. Can name at least three renewable energy sources
D. Knows the percentage of electricity produced by renewable sources in the U.S.
E. Can name two types of biomass
F. Knows the source of energy that drives the water cycle
G. Can name two factors to consider when siting a wind farm
H. Has used a solar clothes dryer
I. Has seen a modern wind turbine
J. Knows the renewable source that produces the most energy in the U.S.
K. Knows the renewable source that produces the most electricity in the U.S.
L. Knows the cost per kilowatt-hour of electricity for residential customers
M. Knows how radiant energy travels through space
N. Can name two kinds of hydropower
O. Has used wind energy for transportation
P. Can name the device in a hydropower plant that captures the energy of flowing water